Advanced Analytics Company Powered by Deep Learning
USAF Veteran Founded & U.S. Venture Backed
2019 $3.5 million projected revenue
26 Employees: Data Scientists, Software Developers, GIS Engineers, Electrical Engineers
OUR VISION

- Develop & operationalize AI tools that transform complex data of EARTH & SPACE into valuable and actionable insights
- Create multi-domain awareness using an AI enhanced COP
- Provide expeditionary analytics using “edge” AI on drones and satellites
Clairvoyance™ Software Platform

Gateway for imagery and product delivery

- Geospatial Intelligence
- Embedded Intelligence
- Space Situational Awareness

- Internal framework for semi-supervised and flexible deep neural networks
- Transforms imagery & other data sources into AI ingestible formats
- Cognitive analytics for scaled insights
Proven Technology

DISASTER RELIEF

INSURANCE

AEROSPACE / DEFENSE
Contract Ready

CAGE CODE: 7QKB9  
DUNS Number: 080419913  
Fed Tax ID: 81-3642756

**Organization Type:** Small Business

**Website:**
www.slingshotaerospace.com

**Director, Commercial Strategy:**
Ross Chesnick, 617-678-1790
ross@slingshotaerospace.com